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INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY AN'D 

BY 

R. De Bandt 

T0 E.NTRY 
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cal advance. Earlier discussions emphasized the virtues for hmovl't:ive activi

ty of the (large firm) n'.Onopoly~ with superior abilities to fim<:rtce irmovative 

efforts and appropriate the t7esu.1 ting rewa:rds ~ or of vigorous non-price compe

tition with stron.g incentives for technological change. Emp:ixical research on 

both sides of the Atlantic fails however to clearly support simple ge!terali~· 

zations [for reviews see Narkhru:t:< (1974) 11 Kamien and Schwartz (1975a), 
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[see~ ho'ltleve:r~ Kamien and Schwartz (l975b)}. Nordh,sur.> (1969) 

investment expenditures to increase with the patent life in au othe.n<Jii!H:! per

fect competitive industry~ while Kamien and Schwartz predict that the pace of 

innovation w·ill be tempered by shortening the patent 0974) or by the 

tensification of exogenous potential post··innovation rivalry ( 1976). In this 

paper we p:resE:mt a ll'l't}dified set of predictions for an innovator recognizing 

that the expected length of its temporary rnonoprJly position is dit·ectly 

ted to the magnitude of innovative ~ the height of (exogenous) bar-

rier:s to entry, and possibly an entry lag. Our: setting differs from the pio

neering frameworks in the following way. 

First, we recognize that in reality entry (possibly imitation). is m'Yt 

free ~as is implidt in a pe:r·fect competitive setting. 'fhe inn<.wator may b·e, 

able to approp:date sufficient rewarda to undertake efforts due to the pre·-

sence of tradi tion.al ba.rriet·s to ent-ry ~;-:ihich may discou:~:age rapid en. try dec.i ·= 

s:ions t1.!1d/or because n.ew rivals need in a.ny case an entry lag to become 

fective rivals. Such a lag truly w but need n<:-.t'l.t be created by 

protE~ction [ Nutte.r (19.56)) Scherer (1970) 1. Secor1.d:¥ the thre~~t 
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The range and sophistication of product characteristics resulting from intense 

innovative efforts may make it too costly for prospec rivals to come up 

rapidly with technical and market feasible substitutes in the presence of other 

barriers, and their appearance may consequently be retarded. In summary, we 

explore exogenous and ·.a:ndogenous elements determining the appropri!'ltion pos

sibilities o£ the innovator which were not considered and/or integrated in 

earlier formal work. 

Our central results are that innovative investment expenditures will 

either (i) be discouraged by a reduction in the barriers to entry (and imita

tion) when innovation is costly and yielding small short-run rewards or, (ii) 

increase with an il1c:rease in the threat of entry up to some point • peak, and 

decline with a further intensification of this threat~ given low costs and im-

portant profit opportunities. These inferel'1Ces. are accordance with the Kamien 

and Schwartz. predictions 0 976) for technological pre-innovation rivalry and 

help to explain reported empirical findings [Williamson (1965), Comanor (1967), 

Phlips (1970), among others 1 • In addition we find that l(;ngthening of the 

entry lag stimulates innovation in case (i), but in situation (ii) only when 

the other barriers to entry are low. l\Thet"t in these circumstances already high 

barriers are present~ innovative activity will be·~ by an increased 

entry lag (say patent life). 

The presentation is organized as follmvs. ·In a following section we 

detail the formal framework~ next we discuss our results, and finally present 

the conclusions. For the reader's convenience~ r!lAthenmtical arguments 
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have been defert·ed to an appendix. 

2; The Hodel. 
~~ 

We posit a firm contemplating a choice between a range of poten·-

tial innovations which differ as to the magnitude they require of innovative 

(R & D) investment expenditure I. It facilitates the argumentation somewhat 

if we think of the potential innovations as being different with regard to the 

physical characteristics determining the "quality" of a new product. A larger 

effort I, then, is one permitting a better quality. Ocassionally we will 

point to wider interpretations. 

The rewards resulting from selling the new product accrue to the inno-

vator from a given time zero on (the time of succesful introduction). (Licen-

sing, or a combination of licensing and selling~ need not be excluded from 

this setting). These rewards depend on the innovative effort! but also on 

whether or not the firm holds a monopoly position or ne~:v entrants (possibly 

imitators) have introduced a substitute product. Let B1(I) denote the current 

pre-entry return (quasi-rent attributable to the innovator) collected by the 

innovating firm as long as it is a monopolist. and let B2(I) be the current 

post-entry rewards which are the maximum current returns the firm thinks it 

can earn once it lost its monopoly position. We assume (prime. denotes dif-

ferentiation ) 

Bl (0) ,. 0~ Bj(I) > 0~ BV(I) < 0§ Bl (I) cc. 
(l) 

B2 (0) = O, B
2

(:[) < B1 (I) for I> o, B2(:0 O, B2(I) ~ 0. 



The loss of the temporary monopoly position through rival appearance diminishes 

the rewards, possibly to zero. We allow for a situation in which the firm 

continues to benefit from its earlier innovative efforts once rivals have en

tered, but post-entry gains 'lltaY also be independent of I. Th:i.s modelling does 

not exclude that upon entry the firm alters its product (and./or price). The 

co11cave shape of the reward functions reflects that diminishing returns associa-· 

·te increases in quality and/or that it is progressively more dif.ficul t to 

achieve a better quality from iucreased innovative expenditures. .The latter 

phenomenon is a special case of a more general tendency reported by Machlup 

(1962) • 

The innovator realizes that it takes new rivals a time span T, 

0 .:;;;;;t <,co, before they become established industry members. This entry lag which 

new rivals need upon an irrevocable entrance decision to become entrants P may 

be viewed as a recognition and/or construction period. required to learn about 

the new technology and to plan and construct production and distribution faci

lities. [Nutter (1956), Scherer (1970)$ De Bondt (1976) J • ~n the pre~~nt 

· · settin2 we can also consider this lag as coinciding with, or being larger than~ 

the time of effective patent protection. 

'The incumbent firm is uncertain when competitors will appear because it 

is uncertain when a first rival will .have reached~> at some instant after time 

zero, an irrevocable decision to enter. We suppose, inspired by related model

ling [ Kamien and Schwartz 0 971) ~ De Bondt 0 976) l , that the innovator is 

able to assess the probability of a first rival appearance by a time t, F(t), 



in the :following ';;;ay 

F(t) • 0 0 t 
(2) 

F'(t)/(1-F(t)) N yG(I) t 

with 0 ~ y .a;;; oo, I~ 0~ 0 G oo, G' 0~ Ow l:hn "'C,.) U ,L "" o. The innovator 
!-!>00 

expects a rival to appear at a -r+l/yG(l). 111e threat of entry is indi-

cated by the function yG(I) ~ equalling the conditional probability of entry 

at a time t, given that no entry has y,et occurred. An increase in the para-

meter y reflects a reduction in the familiar barriers to entry possibly crea-

ted by economies of scale (potential entrants may need a significant market 

share in order to achieve a unit cost equal to the unit cost of the establis-

hed seller), by product differentiatio.n advantages t-:>f the innovator (affecting 

the sales production and distribution costs of new entrants)~ by absolute 

cost-or, more general, know-how advantages in both production and R&D of the 

incumbent firm, or by oth~r factors [ see Mueller and Til ton (1969) J Scherer 

(!970), Jacquemin (1975) 1 \tli th y = o, those barriers blockade entry and 

the firm expects to hold. an. indefbdte monopoly position. As y increases 

entry decisions are taken ntore readily due to a reduction of the barriers and 

entrants are expected sooner. For y + oo ~ all barriers are removed and the 

monopoly position will cease at tin~.e 't. The function G(I) reflects the be-

lieve of the inuovator that by increasing its innovative invest·ment expendi-

ture I it may d:i.scourage entry. The firm believes that by choosing a larger 

magnitude of I it may secure a longer temporary u10nopoly position than it 

would otherwise. This is in accordance with reported obse:rvat:i.ons that 
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R&D and innovative behavior te11ds to 

(captured by the parameters Y and T )$ 1 

[Phillips (1966), Scherer {l 

other eleme.nts 

to (;;ntry by new firms 

imredtment expenditures 

the firm is able to mold market stt"uctura.l elements to its advantage [.Jacque

min ( 1972a) ~ Jacqueniit1g and 1'h.isse (1972b) l . It may be that in some indus

tries either by reasons of anti-trust supervision ot~ by unsophisticated be

havior the established firn1 is not tnanit)ulating directly its pricing policy 

to retard entry. as is supposed with a limit-pricing behavior, but takes in 

adopting new technology the possible discouraging effect on ne\'1 competition 

into account. The firm may be increasing It fo1· instance, be able to obtain 

a lower constant unit cost. equate consequently 1:l\arginal revenue to marginal 

cost, or use a rule of thumbs to a:rrive at a ·price x.Thich will also be 

lower and render hereby indirectly en.try unatt.rs.ctive (while ptissing on coat

savings to the consumer). ~:lore sophiaticatr;;~d and well-exploited product in

novations resulting from more intense efforts may ensure longer tempora1·y 

monopoly positions than more trivial tec.hnol.ogi.cul changes would. This sup-

position is opposite to the one analyzed by and Schwaru (t 972), with 

an increase in the magnitude of the innovation en.coui~'a.ging more rapid rival 

reaction. Perhaps the latte1~ situation is more appropriate in industries 

with well-understood technologies. l\l'e -will find circumstances where either 

of these assumptions yield the aame quali tathn~ predictions as to the effects 

t;.~f post-innovation protection ! 



Finally we suppose that the innovator chooses the level of innovative 

activity I to maximize the expected value of discounted net revenues. Formal-

ly : 

max t.J(I) .. -g I + 
r;>o 

00 

! e -ptr B
1 
(I) O··F(t)) + B

2 
(I)F(t)] dt 

0 
(3) 

given (1) and (2), p ~ r - g > 0, a rate of time discount, g an industry 

trend, and c a constant per unit acquisition cost of inno:vative input. We 

assume W" < 0 andt without loss of generality, G'(Im) > 0 for Im solving 

-cp + Bj(Im) ""Oc 

We abstract fromanumber of features of the innovative process. Some 

of those, such as a fixed time interval between the decision on I and the date 

of succesgful introductio~ or pre-innovation rivalry, could be incorporated 

at the cost of largely unnecessary complications. Other aspects. such as de-

cisions on the timing of introduction, t.mcertainties in the inventive process 

or time-varying exogenous technological change. complicate matters much more. 

Investigation of our simplified problem is hoped to be suggestive of patterns 

to be found with less restrictive assumptions. 

Problem (3) can be rewritten by taking the integration of F from ( l) 

into account as : 

with 

max W(I) "" -ci + £(I)B
1 
(I) + m(I)B

2
(I) 

1;;;;;.o 
(4) 



-p'! 
.g,(l) = (1-e )/ p 

m(I) = 1/p- 1(1). 
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The firm attemps to maximize a weighted sum of pre- and post-entry gains. 

The Nordhaus framework (1969) is reobtained for y """oo , B2 ::: 0 and 't the 

patent life. 

Our intention in this section is to obtain and characterize .the optimal 

solution I 0 to problem (4). 1° satisfies the following conditions 

(5) 

with 

A first task is to characterize the solution in polar like circum-

stances and to indicate 'l.vhen interior or boundary solutions apply. An addi-

tional restriction greatly simplifies subsequent arguments (but is nones sen-

tial for our main results); we suppose 

(6) 

Noting the assumptions and (5) one can now verify (see Appendix) 



-to-

(a) ! 0 = Im for y = 0 or T 4 oo, 

(b) I" - Ic < Im for y ·+- oo and T < oo• with Ic > 0 for T > o. 

(c) ! 0 > Ic and G(I 0
) > 0 for 0 < y < oo and 0 < T < oo. 

The innovator adopts Im if it eJtpects to hold an indefinite monopoly 

position either because the appearance of new rivals is blockaded by barriers 

to entry (y•O) or because, say, an indefinite legal monopoly is granted (T-+oo). 

m We subsequently refer to I as the indefinite monopoly solution. It is a short-

run decision in the sense that it is not affected by potential competition. In 

case entrants are certain to appear at the end of ti'llle T ~because e11try is free, 

the firm adopts Ic. Not surprisingly we find that Ic < Im, since with free 

entry, less appropriation of reward.s results. For a zero lag 't and no post-

entry gains, no appropriation is possible with free entry, and one verifies 

that Ic = 0; a classic result. 

1° > Ic, when barriers to entry prevent the immediate appearance of 

rivals at the end of time a positive '1:'. In this situation it is optimal to 

retard but not foreclose entry (G(l 0
) > 0). 

Condition (6) ensures that I 0 > 0 for a positive lag T. It reflects 

that the long-run profitability of a ma·rginal increment in I from zero is posi-

tive when entrants are expected at the.end of the positive period ·r. 

With this restriction it is still possible that no innovative efforts are under-

taken with 1 "" 0 and an intense threat of entry y; without (6) this may 
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also be the case :for small values of T. It: can easily be seen11 then, that 

for a given threat of new competition~ positive efforts are more likely to 

follow, the smaller the acquisition costs and the discount rate, the higher 

the pre- or. post-entry current reward opportunities. or the growth rate, and 

the larger the lag '! (see also Teaba,l ( 1976)). 

A comparative statics analysis confirms a similar tendency for positive 

innovative efforts., except for the effect 'of· the lag T. Let o1 denote a multi-· 

plicative shift parameter of the B
1 

function (i.e. put B
1
(I) .., o

1
b

1
(I)). An 

increase in c
1 

(from o
1 

= l) means higher pre-entry rewards for a given inno

vative effort and may reflect better technological and marketing capabilities 

and opportunities of the technological leader. Similarly, let c
2 

represent 

an additive reduction in the post-entry rewards (i.e. put B2(I) :: b2 (I) - o
2
). 

An increase in o
2 

(from o2 = 0) indicates that the size of entry becomes 

larger and post-entry gains smaller; the innovator expect~ entry to be more 

detrimental to its short-run gains. One finds : 

Proposition J For 1° > 0: 3I 0 /3c < O, 9I 0 /ar < 0, 3I0 /ad
1 
>o~ 

dl 0 /3o2 < o, ar" I'd$> o, <1! 0 /Crr ~ o as I":.~ 'Im. 

All but the last ·results are in accordance with earlier predictions 

and need no further co!!l!Ilent. More interesting is the finding that lengthening 

of 't, say due to an increased patent life, may also temper the innovate ef-

forts. A characterization and explanation of this prediction wi 11 be pre-

sented after a discussion of our subsequent inferences. 



we proceed to study the on the e.xt.1<genous threat of entry 

represented by the pa:r.amet:e:r y. To this e.nd. defh;e 

e:B(I) = d ln(B1(I)

€G(I) ::: -d ln G(I) 

(I)) I 0 

G(I) > 0 
(7) 

The elasticity of the transient return (B1 - B2) with respect to I is e:B' while 

a similar elasticity of the (positive) threat of entry is cG. Partial differen

tiation of W' (! 0
) ... 0 learns that for ! 0 > 0 : 

(8) 

or, upon substitution from W'(I 0
) ""Ot 

where for notational convenience we suppress the dependence on ! 0
• The effect 

of y appears ambiguous at first sight. In an Appendix we explore these rela-

tions and show : 

,!>rp.J?osit.ioll; .• ~. ~ Let the .:u;sumpdons hold, I" > 0 and "t' < 00 , then 

(a) with e:B(Im) > e:G(Im) : c'llQ/dy < 0 for o""y·<oo; I 6 attains a maximum value 

Im given the absence of a. (exogenous) threat of entry y "" 0; 

()I~' /'dy < 0 for y"' < y < oo; 1° reaches a. maximum value IH > Im for an 

intermediate (exogenous) threat of entry y" ~ 0 < y 0 < oo. 



Maximum innovative activity .appears either with blockaded entry or tvith 

some positive threshold degree of potential competition where entry is neither 

free nor blockaded. Given e:B(Im) ~ e:G(Im), an intensification of the threat 

of entry tempers innovative investments. 1° gradually decreases from its 

blockaded entt'y level Im tow.ards the free entry level Ic • as y increases from 

y • 0 ~o y + ~. (For T • 0, 1° • 0 may be reached for a finite y and maintained 

as y increases). With eB(Im) <e:G(Im), the innovative investments increase 

with a fall in the barriers to entry from their blockading level,. peak for some 

intermediat.t va4se of those barri.ers ·and decrease towards the corresponding free 

entry level as the barriers continue to be lowered. Innovative efforts aTe 

larger than •ith blockaded entry as long as entry is not too easy (0 <y <y, 
y > y 11

) • t~y are smaller than with an indefinite monopoly when potential ri

valry becomes too intense 4Y >¥>. ~tion (b) appeare ~o be in close accor

dance vita .C~r' s finding ( 1967) for the level of research activity (measured 

by UD ~Jeea) in twenty-one u.s. industries during 1955 and 1960, for which 

he coucluded : 

"Industrial research spending appears strongest in industries 
where some measure of technical entry barriers exist,' so that 
rapid imitation is impeded. but also where entry has not been 
effectively foreclosed". 

Scherer ( 1970) an.d Krunien and Schwartz (1976) review related claims, while ~these last 

authors obtained earlier from formal economic arguments similar.predictions 

for pre-innovation technological rivalry and the timi'n.g of innovations. 
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To fully understand the above ~reposition, it is necessary to explain 

the conditions determining whether {a) or (b) applie~;. T1u1 elasticity rela

tions allow an intuitive and formal clarification. as will be detailed next. 

An increase in t,he innovative activity to discourage entry is clearly only 

relevant when entry is neither free nor blockaded (0 <y <oo). The debloca-

tion of entry results i.n more intense innovative activities when such efforts 

entail a proportionate decrease in the threat of entry larger than the propor

tionate increase of the tra~sient return (EB.(Im) < E,'G(I1l)) and in lower ef

forts otherwise (£ 8(Im) .>E0(!m)). Intuitively,. an increase only follows when 

the firm regards that it can mold potential competition "a lot" to iu ad-

vantage. In this case further intensification of this rivalry further stimu-

lates innovation. but only up to some point. The higher costs associated 

with increased innovative investmentandfue deteriorated appropriation possi-

bilities for any given innovation will eventually offset the effect such an 

increase has on discouraging new rivalry. When the threat .of entry becomes 

too large. a further intensification re~•.Jlts in a decrease, instead of an in-

crease, of innovative activity. When even a !'.Un~l.l depar~u,re from a blockaded 

entry position results in. smaller innovative activity, any further reduction 

will have the sarr.e effect. This is relevant with dim prospects to discou-

rage entry and a fortiori .when increased innovative activity encou-

rages rival entry (for G' > 0 : EB > eG))(Kamien and Schwartz 0972)). Thus. 

as long as EB(Im~ > eG(Im), easier entry. discourages innovative activity re

gardless of whether or not the firm believes that such increased efforts en~ 

courage or discourage the appearance of new rivalry ! 



We can so forrr..ally charac when (a) ot· (b) are likely to prevail 

and these inferences can our ier colll'lients • 

more likely to ap-

ply, the lower the acquisition coat c or the discount rate :r and the higher 

the pre-entry profit opportunities or market growth rate g~ since e::S(Im)- t:G(Im) 

is more likely to be smaller with such parameter magnitudes. 

Precise predictions as to the combined effect of T and y can now be 

fo:rtm.1lated by combinirtg res·ults from the previous Propositions. We summarize 

Propositi~!L~ : Given the assumptions, I& > 0~ and 

m ...,. m 
(a) e:B(I ) P e:G(I ) 0 for y > 0; while with 

(b) e:B{rm) < e:G{Im) -y, and 

11. the assurance of a longer temporary mo-

nopoly position, say through a longer patent life$ stimula;:;e: innovative acti-

vi ty whatever thl~ other non-blockading barriers to entry. 

this need not be. the ca$e. In fact, precisely the ·.reverse effect follows when 

the other barriers are ra.ther high (0 < y y) and the firm considers it pro-

fitable to :mold the threat of entry to s advantage by investing more than 

it would with blockaded Wl,th an enlargement of T these efforts may be-

come less worth'lf.tile since in any case longer appropriation a,s.sured and the 

discouraging effect is pas Only when the other 



barriers to entry are low' (y y and spending than with a in-

'C stimulate innovative definite monopoly positions will atl 

activity. !t is interesting to note that aU instances the inc!rease of T 

brings ! 0 closer to the corresponding indefinite monopoly level. Only in this 

respect is the role ofr reminiscent of effect of ~uch a lag on a entry 

retarding current price policy {.De Bondt (l976f 1977b)J. 

Our final results concern a characterization of I 00 andy". 

'Proposition 5. With ! 00 and y"' defined in Proposition 3 : 

(i) 31° 0 /ac < Ot ar••tar < o. 3Iaa/aB
1 

61°"ia-r < 0; and 

(ii) ~en deG/di > 0 ~ (ty
0 /'(}c 

Cii)'3y 0 /a6 2 > o. 

0; and 

An intuitive understanding of these predictions possible. The larger 

the fixed innovation cost ct for instance. the smaller the intermediate exo

genous threat of entry from where a further intensification fails to result 

in an increase in 1° and instead entails a decrease 

The more costly innovative activitie,s, the readier 

innovative activities. 

becomes less worthwile 

to enlarge such efforts in ars. attempt to discourage potential competition. 

Similar a:r.guments can be made for other :restrictions following (H); the 

remaining predictions are in <wcordance ·with Proposition 2 except for the ef-

feet of -r, for which we to the comments above,. 



4. Conclusions. 

w·e investigated how the innovative investment e.xpenditures may be af

fected by the app-r:opriation posibi.lities of the resulting rewards. The~e pos

sibilities were viewed as being determined by the innovative efforts itself 

and by market structural elements manipulable by public policy, specifically:: 

the assurance of a temporary monopoly position during an entry-la.g and bar

riers to entry discouraging e11tcy decisions. Increased protection from po

tential competitio~:u~ould result from a larger entry-lag (say due to a longer 

patent life) or from increasing the other barriers to new competition. We 

found that such increased protection need only stimulate innovative efforts 

entailing h,tgh cost, low short-run rewards or when a1intensification. of such 

efforts encourages the appearance of new rivals~ Different predictions may 

apply. however, when the innovative activities itself create a barrier to en

try. Enlarged protection may in these circumstances temper innovation accom

panying relative low coats and high profit opportunities, most likely when 

the barriers toentry are already high. 

Our results appear to constituteJ together with the Ka:mien-Schwartz 

inferences~ a rich set of predictions~ p'rovided adequate empirical content can 

be given to the relevant parameters of the model. Some reflection also points 

to further avenues for theoretical work. 

A first task is, of course, to explore less restrictive assumptions. 

In particular it would appear fruitful to combine. our findings, focusing on 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we present essenti.al formal a:.rguments dele ted; f:rom 

the main text. ~.!~;eo,sit:lon l is considered first::. l':~rom the e:quations (5) ~ 

one immediately infers (a) and also learns t'l:ustp given the restriction (6) * 

W' (O) > 0 for y ...._ oo and 1: > O. Our claim that I.:. :::: Ic > 0~ follows there-

fore in view of the concavity assumption on W. To verify (c) we note that 

'(.]' (0) l 0 > 0 ' \AT' (O) I >o > o, and oW' (0)/'dy < o. We obtain for y ~ 0 
Y""' y+wt1: 

and -r > 0 : W' (0) > 0 and also r"' > 0. In addition we find that W' (Ic) > 0, 

for Ic > 0$ solving [ -c + ((l-~-pT)/p)(Bj (Ic)-B2(Ic))+B2(Ic)/p] ""0. Conse

quently 1° > Ic, since W" < 0 by assumption~ 

~ *""' 
Finally we learn that for any I < oo where G(I) "" 0 and hence G' (i) "' 0 

(in view of the assumed continuity of G'} we must have W' (i) ~ -c + Bj (ij /p < 0. 

Indeed, I > !m because G(Im) > 0 by supposition. I" needs to be smaller than 

any I <oo where G = 0 and hence G(Ic.) > 0. 

To obtain Ptopch3it,i2~..£. we totaly differentiate W' (I 0
) "" 0 from (5), 

yielding for .. any parameter a . sign 61° /'Ja ... sign ::rwl /'da, because wn < o. 

One computes easily 

(A2) 

and~ using W' (I") "" 0, (•n.:rppressing the dependence on Ic.) : 

from which 0W' i'dr and aW? /ag follow ilnmediately. Fina1ly 



Recalling 

.,. B' - cp 
l 

that Im solves 'Bi(Im) 

> "'< m cp ~· 0 as I ~ I • 
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.. cp 

To verify Proposition 3 we investigate ! 0 as a function of the parame-

ter y. Given our assumptions~ the equality wr (I 0
) ... 0 implicit·l y defines 

for 0 <;; y < oo and T > 0 a positive differentiable function ! 0 (y). For T ... 0, 

such a function is defined for small enough y values, while ! 0 
• 0 for larger 

magnitudes of y. 

{a) Let EB(Im) > EG(I~. It is immediate from (8} that at0 /cyj y•O < o. i.e. 

o m • • • • I decreases from I as y 1.ncreases from zero. In add1.Uon we cla1.m that 

6!0 /'?Jy >o forY > 0 and I" > 0. This claim. could only be invalidated (given the 

continuity of l 0 (y) > 0) if there exists a stationary point of ! 0 (y) at some 

y > 0 with 0 < ! 0 < Im or ! 0 = 0. The latter possibility is easily excluded 

because if I 0 becomes zero for some y ~ it remains zero for all larger y, 

since aw• (0 )/3-y < 0. The former situation is likewise infeasible as any sta

tionary point of I"{y) > 0 must necessarily be above Im. To see this, rewrite 

W' "" 0 (suppressing the dependence on l) as 

and note that with a! 0 Jay .,. 0 the last term is zero from (8), hence also 



-c +Bj/p<O invh~wof (1) and (2). 

r > 0 (T ... 0 is discussed later). ! 0 > 0 starts increasing from rm at y = 0 

Im as y + ® (Proposition 1). and. therefore, must peak at 

Least once for some O< y <oo~ and 1° > Im. We argue that ! 0 will peak only 

::mce for such a y and that this maximu.m is the only stationary point. From the 

:trguments presented above we know already that I"' > 0 can have only a stationary 

~oint with I"> Im. Hence. once ! 0 falls below Im11 say for y >y >o, it re

nains below Im and decreases towards Ic as y increases. 1-ioreover we verify 

:hat for any positive stationary point of I 0 (y), the sign a2I/:Jy2 "" sign{Bi -pc) <o~ 

rhis follows from differ:entiation of ()!
0 /'dy f whlch equals the expression be-. . 

!ount that ()I 0 /dy .., 0 at a stationary point. Consequently ! 0 attains a unique 

l!a.Ximum Iu "" !. 0 (y 0
} > !m. for 0 < y 0 < oo (and before it dipps below Im at y). 

~his also establishes that aro /'dy > o for y <yo and ;no lay < o for y > y"'. 

rote : It should be possible to show that y > 0~ with !(} (y) '"' !m. This can be 

tchieve:d by rewriting W' (I 0
) = 0, noting that Bj (lm) - cp "" O, so that :::; is 

1een to solve 

;lternative proof and further che.cking on our results). 

'or T ""' 0 the arguments above largely carry over, provided the y values where 
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smaller than .:;/). If this not the case I.:> 

need not attait1 its maxhm.1n1 at a stationa.ry p•,int but possibly at a disconti-

Finally we come to ·~..£,~i~ion.l· By definitio·n I"" andy" solve simul

taneously wr "" 0 l.imd allay ... 0$ yielding from (5) and (9) two equations in 

I" 0 and y<>. After substitution of the latt:er equality in the first <U'!.d some 

regrouping of terms, one finds that !" 0 and y<'!! solve ~ 

(A5) 

2 · 2 ~pT Y ~ p (B;-pc) - (yG) (B;-pc-e (B;-B;)) • 0 (A6) 

Total differentiation of (A5) and (A6) and application of Cramer's rule~' re-

First we establish that D < 0. Let U :::: pX-Y. One verifies that 
..... 

D = 2p(pc-B])(C}U/:H)/y • But we also have thilt U "' p(p+yG)"W' ~ hence with 

W" < 0 it follows that ;}U/C!Ilwt=o < 0 and consequently D 0 at ! 0
" > Im t?here 

I 

Next we establish that d!"' 0 /'da ""2p(pc-Bi)(&U/8a)/ybD)· 'li'rom there

. lation between U and W' t one verifies that sign oU/()a "" sign (HJ~ I?Ja at wt "" 0 

hence, the sign C'll;:."' /da "" slgn aw' /'aa. Part (i) of Proposition 5 no'\1 follows 

upon :recalling (AZ)~ (A3) <Uld (A4). 



with 

since 

Some tedious maui.pulations 

a-y<' /'dr ... - (pc-B} )Z I D < o 

ay 9 /cc ~- z 1 n < o 
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Z = p(p+yG)(26Y/3I - (p-yG)oX/31) 
2 -n~ t)T 

.., p(p+yG) [ e t- 'y(p-yG) A/ (p+yG) + yG,i:.-" (B'
1
'-:s;p : 

+ 2p(pc-BiJ G' /G} < 0 

ensured with d EG/di > 0 and also (p-yG) > 0 for Y ,.. 0 to possfJ::ly hold,. see 

(A6)« Finally : 

ay" tao2 =- [ (p2-(yG) 2)B1 + 2p2(pc-:spc•tG 

+ e~Pt(yG) 2 (B}-Bz)] ~-pryGt/(-D) >o. 
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